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Abstract—The increasing frequency and rapidity of criminal
activities require faster digital forensic (DF) investigations. Cur-
rently, most DF phases involve manual procedures, requiring
significant human effort and time, often facing evolving require-
ments. This paper proposes an integrated framework employing
AutoGen Artificial Intelligence (AI) agents and Large Language
Models (LLMs) such as LLAMA, and StarCoder. The suggested
framework utilizes AI agents and LLMs to perform tasks
articulated in natural language by a human agent. The proposed
architecture presents a significant advantage by alleviating the
investigative workload and shortening the learning curve for
investigators. However, it is still combined with risks such as
information accuracy, hallucination impact, and legal barriers.
Although, this research contributes to the ongoing discourse on
optimizing DF processes in response to the evolving landscape
of criminal activities and the corresponding demands placed on
investigative resources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of criminal activities and their increasing
complexity has required an increased allocation of human
resources for investigative purposes. Insufficient expertise and
experience among investigators can impede the Digital Foren-
sic (DF) investigation process, leading to unnecessary delays
and cost overruns. Simultaneously, the complex patterns of
data and their voluminous nature, together with an insuffi-
ciency of standardization and limitations in existing tools,
present an additional set of challenges [1]. These challenges
contribute to delayed and costly investigations. The rapid
growth of diverse LLMs has opened up new avenues for
exploration in various research domains, with DF being no
exception [2]. This surge in LLM capabilities presents oppor-
tunities for innovative research directions and advancements
within the field of DF.

The DF process model conventionally comprises five pivotal
phases: Incident Recognition, Collection & Seizure, Preserva-
tion, Examination, Analysis, and Reporting [3]. Recognizing
the evolving landscape of technological advancements, recent
research efforts highlight the potential integration of LLMs

within these phases to improve the productivity and efficiency
of DF investigations [4, 5].

Current research underscores the potential of LLMs to
seamlessly integrate artificial intelligence (AI) agents within
the DF process model [4]. By incorporating LLMs, it be-
comes feasible to implement AI agents capable of executing
designated tasks through effective communication. This cohe-
siveness between LLMs and AI agents holds the promise of
optimizing the investigative workflow of DF, offering novel
insights, and fostering advancements in the field of DF.

A. Contribution of this Work

This paper proposes a novel architecture of using LLMs for
DF investigations on top of AutoGen framework. Below are
key contributions of this work.

• Formulate a framework for DF investigations that oper-
ates based on natural language inputs.

• Put forth an innovative architecture for the reusability of
subtasks, specifically tailored for repetitive prompts.

• Introduce the concept of prompt engineering in the con-
text of DF, aiming to generate subtasks from intricate and
sequential tasks.

II. RELATED WORK

The literature on DF reveals a variety of implemented
frameworks. One example is the Next Generation Digital
Forensic Investigation Model (NGDFIM), which provides a
comprehensive approach to DF investigations. This model em-
phasizes reducing investigation time, ensuring data integrity,
and protecting privacy, incorporating advanced techniques like
customized content imaging and on-site triage to enhance
the efficiency and effectiveness of DF analysis, especially
in addressing challenges related to data volume and privacy
concerns [6].

The integration of AI into DF investigations and frame-
works is an area of growing interest, but faces significant
challenges, including the scarcity of comprehensive training
datasets, explainability issues (both for the investigator and
when used for expert testimony), and nuanced management of
sensitive data [7]. Furthermore, automation of tasks within DF
frameworks is gaining traction [8], facilitated by developments
in natural language processing, AI, and LLMs.979-8-3503-3036-6/24/$31.00 ©2024 IEEE



SimpleTOD offers a unified methodology for task-oriented
dialogue based on GPT-2, streamlining the creation and op-
timization of tasks including dialogue state tracking, action
decisions, and response generation [9]. Similarly, Yao et al.
introduce ReAct, a novel approach that combines reasoning
and action within LLMs to improve task creation, incorpo-
rating a Human-in-the-Loop Correction mechanism for fine-
tuning model behavior [10]. Other notable contributions, such
as ADAPT and SMART-LLM, demonstrate the potential of
LLMs in dynamically decomposing complex tasks for im-
proved success rates and adaptive task management, showing
particular promise for applications in challenging environ-
ments [11, 12].

With the rapid advancements and surge in LLM research
following ChatGPT’s introduction in late 2022, there has been
a significant increase in LLM-related studies, many of which
are solely available as preprints on platforms like arXiv or
OpenReview. In particular, foundational papers on GPT-4 [13]
and LLaMA [14], despite being in preprint form, have attracted
extensive citations. These documents are pivotal, providing
crucial insights for current research and discussions in the
field. The inclusion of preprint papers as part of the related
work in this paper is vital for presenting the most current
knowledge and viewpoints.

Recent releases like LLaMA and StarCoder are notable for
their exceptional performance across various benchmarks, with
LLaMA highlighted for its training across different parameter
ranges and StarCoder for its specialization in coding tasks,
achieving significant success rates [14, 15]. The literature
also identifies a variety of projects that leverage LLMs for
task automation, including Auto-GPT, BabyAGI, ChatDev,
AutoGen, CAMEL, GPT-in-the-Loop, and TaskBench [16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These initiatives illustrate a trend
toward the use of LLMs to help users perform specific tasks,
using bots with predefined roles to collaborate and achieve
desired results [23]. Among these, AutoGen stands out for
its facilitation of AI agent-based application development,
offering an open source framework that simplifies the creation
of intricate workflows and the orchestration of tasks, supported
by a GUI for easy code-free solution development [19].

In the existing literature, while manual frameworks for DF
are well-defined, there is a noticeable absence of frameworks
that incorporate the automation enabled by LLMs. Addition-
ally, a discernible gap exists in the literature on specifically
trained LLMs tailored for DF applications. Despite advances
in natural language processing, comprehensive and specialized
LLMs designed explicitly for DF investigations are lacking
in the current body of research. Such a DF focused LLM
could have significant potential in enabling the querying and
analysis by both DF personnel and non-DF experts, e.g., non-
DF law enforcement officers, prosecutors, lawyers, etc., but
has a variety of risks that require careful consideration and
mitigation.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The framework proposed as part of this paper aims to
enhance the efficiency of DF investigations across the Exam-
ination, Analysis, and Reporting stages, with a primary focus
on accelerating the investigative process while ensuring result
accuracy and reliability. A critical feature of the framework
is its ability to process and understand input from natural
languages, distinguishing between specific tasks and irrelevant
information. It emphasizes recognizing various language pat-
terns and understanding technical DF terminology, improving
the model’s accuracy in interpreting user commands.

Task decomposition is identified as a crucial component,
impacting outcomes and reporting. The framework introduces
a systematic approach to decomposition using the “5W+H”
or “5W1H” (Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How)
method, alongside a validation mechanism that leverages a
baseline data set for effective implementation. The strategy
includes refining a specific LLM for task decomposition, in
order to accurately identify pertinent subtasks. The Language
Feedback Benchmark (LLF-Bench) is utilized to assess the
LLM’s performance in sub-task decomposition within the DF
domain, offering a comprehensive evaluation through eight
benchmarks [24].

Anticipated enhancements to the framework involve ana-
lyzing language input patterns and frequent queries to refine
the AI agents’ responsiveness to DF investigators’ needs.
The compilation of language inputs, task breakdowns, and
outcomes will create a substantial validation dataset for ongo-
ing refinement, with stored queries and responses facilitating
quicker information retrieval.

The framework’s integrity is intricately tied to the precision
and clarity achieved through prompt engineering, establishing
a pivotal dependency. Each AI agent’s role is meticulously
defined using engineered prompt language, dictating a precise
workflow for task execution. The implementation phase de-
mands a standardized and well-documented set of prompts,
ensuring a seamless and accurate communication channel
between human operators and AI agents. This emphasis on
prompt engineering is foundational, guiding the framework’s
behavior and interactions, ultimately determining its efficacy in
translating human natural language instructions into actionable
tasks for optimal DF outcomes.

Furthermore, compliance with standards will be evaluated
using the Computer Forensic Tool Testing Program (CFTT)
established by the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST). NIST’s provision of evaluation test cases serves as
a benchmark for standardizing any tool or framework, ensuring
consistent and comprehensive validation [25]. Testing against
the NIST CFTT benchmark test cases not only assures the
accuracy of the framework but also highlights any potential
limitations or areas where the framework may not be suitable
in the domain of DF.

Since AutoGen is an open-source framework, it provides
the flexibility to customize its code to suit the specific needs
of different agencies, stakeholders, and governments. The



Fig. 1 Architecture of the Proposed Framework

ability to customize skills for AI agents enables seamless
integration with other existing systems, frameworks, and tools.
For instance, integration with the Hansken system, an open
DF platform that uses the Hansken Query Language (HQL)
to retrieve DF information stored in the cloud, becomes
feasible [26]. With a predefined Application Programming
Interface (API) layer and agent skills, this integration offers
the flexibility of utilizing existing resources through natural
language queries.

IV. FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework will be built upon the AutoGen
framework, integrating LLaMA and StarCoder LLMs along-
side four AI agents. Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture
of the framework, and outlines the role definitions of the AI
agents and specifying the respective LLMs they will utilize.
The Coder Agent will be endowed with a predefined set
of skills, each skill defined by a Python function with the
specification of its functionality.

The interconnections among the AI agents of the framework
and their respective roles within the system are described
in Figure 1. After the entry of a natural language query
by the human agent, the Chat Manager Agent assumes the
responsibility of orchestrating activities between the Task
Translation Assistant (TTA) and the Reporter Agent. The
TTA, in turn, engages in direct communication with the Coder
Agent, tasked with crafting scripts and test cases in accordance
with the specified task received from the TTA. Once the
Coder Agent generates results, they will be transmitted to the
Reporter Agent. Subsequently, the Reporter Agent undertakes
the creation of a comprehensive report, which is then con-
veyed back to the Chat Manager. The Chat Manager, in its
final role, presents the generated report to the human agent,
facilitating effective communication and comprehension of the
investigative outcomes.

Fig. 2 Example Skill for Coder Agent

It is crucial to clearly define the purpose of the function,
identify the necessary parameters, and specify the expected
output in a skill. In Figure 2, a simple example skill is
demonstrated to search for a specified keyword within a
document. The required parameters are the keyword (a string)
and the document text (also provided as a string). The function
will return an integer value representing the line number in the
document where the specified keyword is found. This concise
articulation of the function’s functionality, input requirements,
and output ensures a clear and effective integration of a skill
into the proposed framework.

Similarly, unique sets of skills will be defined for both the
Report Agent and Chat Manager. Each of these agents will be
equipped with the LLaMA LLM, while the Coder Agent will
be powered by the StarCoder LLM.

The roles of each agent must be precisely defined to ensure
that they comply with the given instructions. To achieve this,



prompt engineering is essential. Jules et al. [27] has introduced
a catalog of prompt patterns specifically designed for LLMs
and this catalog can be utilized to formulate the roles and
behaviors of each agent, ensuring accurate and consistent
responses as per the instructions provided.

The TTA assumes a critical role in translating human natural
language tasks into decomposed subtasks and instructions,
easily interpretable by the Coder Agent. This role requires
definition with a predefined skill set that includes identifying
complex tasks, determining the necessary number of sub-
tasks, and selecting the optimal set of subtasks to maintain
investigation efficiency. As indicated with the dash line in
Figure 2 the TTA will be powered by a specially fine-tuned
LLM tailored for DF task decomposition. This ensures a
high level of understandability for complex natural language
tasks, provided by human agents. Simultaneously, TTA plays
a crucial role in discerning whether the natural language query
necessitates decomposition or warrants a direct response for
the human agent. This analytical process, integrated within
the framework, contributes to the system’s adaptability by
determining the appropriate course of action based on the
intricacies inherent in the query.

As outlined in Section III, task decomposition is carried
out systematically taking into account the key aspects of who
needs to execute the task, the nature of the task itself, the
designated time frame for execution, the specific location
for execution of the task and the methodological approach
to task execution. This comprehensive approach ensures that
human-input tasks are properly comprehended and appropri-
ately decomposed within the framework. By addressing these
aspects of each task, the system aims to improve clarity and
precision in the execution of tasks within the DF framework.
As identified in the feasibility study, task understanding and
decomposition require a substantial amount of time. When
a user inputs the same query repeatedly, the TTA would
otherwise need to decompose the subtask each time, incurring
significant costs and time expenditure. To mitigate this time-
consuming process for repetitive or similar user queries, pre-
generated decomposition tasks will be employed. As depicted
in Figure 3, a memory-based NoSQL database will be utilized
to store instructions based on the predefined skills (programs)
of the TTA. This database will observe input query patterns,
determining if a new query is similar to previous ones. In
case of similarity, the pre-stored decomposed sub-tasks will
be retrieved and sent to the Coder Agent. For new queries
not present in the database, the same TTA skill will store the
instructions and the generated sub-tasks. The implementation
is planned to leverage Redis database for its efficiency, being
a fast NoSQL database capable of handling a large volume of
data expeditiously [28].

Upon receiving instructions, the Coder Agent will generate
the corresponding code along with unit tests. Following the
predefined instructions provided to the Coder Agent, it will
then pass the obtained information and data, after conducting
unit testing to verify accuracy, to the Report Agent. The Report
Agent, equipped with predefined skills and role instructions,
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Fig. 3 Flow Diagram of the Task Translation Assistant

will formulate a report and transmit it to the Chat Manager.
The Chat Manager, upon confirmation that the instructions
are met, will prompt the human agent for verification and
validation. If the human agent is dissatisfied, they may redefine
the input query and seek clarification.

V. BENEFITS AND RISKS

LLMs offer significant productivity benefits, but are not
without limitations, including biases, information hallucina-
tions, and challenges in explaining [29]. The proposed frame-
work integrates LLM advantages while addressing these lim-
itations, aiming to transform DF investigations. It can reduce
the learning curve for investigators and reduce the need for in-
depth technical knowledge. By eliminating the requirement for
coding expertise, the framework makes DF tools more accessi-
ble, broadening the investigative field to include professionals
of diverse backgrounds without compromising on technical
requirements.

In addition, the framework significantly improves the ef-
ficiency of DF investigations by automating information ex-
traction and reporting processes. This not only speeds up
case resolutions but also contributes to a more productive DF
workflow overall. A key feature is its ability to track and refine
responses to user prompts through dynamic interaction with
stored prompts and decomposed tasks, improving its utility
and adaptability for real-world applications.



Additionally, the framework’s API ensures easy integration
with existing DF tools, allowing it to act as a valuable plugin
that bridges natural language input with robust DF solutions.
This interoperability further cements its value within the
DF ecosystem, offering simplicity and enhanced functionality
without sacrificing the capabilities of existing systems.

However, the framework’s reliance on natural language
input introduces risks, such as inaccuracies due to the in-
vestigator’s language proficiency. Therefore, the accuracy of
information retrieval can vary, affecting the reliability of
investigative outcomes. The framework also faces challenges
from LLM hallucinations, which could affect the accuracy
of generated reports by producing content that deviates from
factual information. Furthermore, adversarial attacks targeting
LLMs pose a risk to the integrity of the framework [30]. En-
suring robust security measures is crucial to safeguard against
such threats and maintain the reliability of the investigative
process.

Lastly, despite efforts to include human verification, accep-
tance issues regarding the generated data and reports may arise
across different legal jurisdictions. The framework must navi-
gate diverse legal standards and ensure compliance to facilitate
its integration into the global DF landscape effectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

The introduction of a novel framework incorporating AI
agents and LLMs is presented in this paper to revolutionize
traditional DF investigations. This innovation is expected to
significantly improve efficiency, saving investigators consid-
erable time and contributing to the reduction of pending case
backlogs. The integration of task decomposition and LLM role
management opens new avenues for DF research, particularly
in the realms of decision-making and timeline creation for
cases.

Despite the promising impacts, it is acknowledged that
certain risks are associated with the proposed framework,
emphasizing the necessity of human verification in each infor-
mation retrieval process. Future improvements are envisioned,
leveraging data gathered from investigators’ input prompts,
decomposed tasks, and the codes and reports generated in the
process. Enhancements may include the integration of multiple
AI agents and the introduction of auto-defined agents, enabling
the framework to generate its agents dynamically based on the
complexity of human agents’ input queries.

The openness of the framework facilitates extensible API in-
tegration, allowing seamless integration with various DF tools
and platforms. Emphasizing the precision of the information
recovered is crucial, warranting the development of a dedicated
evaluation mechanism for this DF framework in the future.
Evaluating the accuracy of information retrieval will be a key
factor in assessing the efficacy of the framework, ensuring its
reliability and suitability for diverse DF scenarios.

The implementation of the framework, reliant on multiple
LLMs, necessitates high-end processing hardware, including
servers with large Random Access Memory (RAM) and

Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) capabilities. This infrastruc-
ture requirement, while contributing to initial implementation
and maintenance costs, is a crucial consideration. The upfront
investment in powerful hardware is offset by the framework’s
usability and significant time-saving advantages, positioning
it as a strategic and impactful solution within the realm of
DF investigations. Despite the associated costs, the long-term
benefits in terms of efficiency and productivity may outweigh
the initial financial considerations, making the investment in
robust hardware infrastructure a prudent choice for optimal
framework performance.

However, challenges such as jurisdictional limitations
and infrastructure costs pose potential hindrances to the
widespread adoption of this novel framework. These consider-
ations contribute to the argument that the framework’s status
as the future of DF investigations may be subject to debate.
Ongoing refinements and addressing these challenges will play
a crucial role in determining the framework’s viability and
acceptance within the broader landscape of DF.
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